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INVESTIGATION OF INFINITE SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Dedicated to the memory of Professor Edward Otto
This paper deals with the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of certain uncountable systems of ordinary differential equations in locally convex topological spaces. It is based on the ideas oi paper (4) in which a countable system of a differential equations in Fr6chet spaces was investigated.
1.Basic definitions and notations
parameters, be a family of Teal Banach spaces. In the sequel S will be the interval 10,11. By fl we denote the cartesian product of the spaces, fl = P X . An element of 0 will be denoted by -,-a s f = , x g 6 X g for s e S. In the set fl in a natural way we introduce addition of elements, multiplication by real scalars, thus fl becomes a linear space.
In the space fl we introduce the projection type topology II by e we shall denote the operator defined by
In the same way we define the above operators for functions q s (rj). Vith these integral operators we define some subspaces of Proof.
Let t e [0.T] be fixed and t+At e 10,tl. We have
From the continuity of F in the first argument it follows that V e s > 0 3 hls,e B ) > 0 such that, if I At I < h(s,£ s ),
From condition (ii) of Definition 1 we have , thus the right -hand side of (3.8) converges to 0 with n -» . We get q(l) = r}(7) , which contradicts the earlieT assumption that 7 is a point at which the solutions are different.
